
NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE SIMILAR RESULTS AS ANY PERSON PROVIDING A TESTIMONIAL. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT THE PERSON 
PROVIDING THE TESTIMONIAL IS LIKELY TO CONTINUE TO EXPERIENCE PROFITABLE TRADING AFTER THE DATE ON WHICH THE TESTIMONIAL IS PROVIDED. 

Launched in 2014, WIN membership quickly reached capacity and new applicants were put on standby . . . 

Once in, members didn’t leave, (veteran members speak-up on page 4).  
It seemed like someone had to die before you could get in . . . until now!

Announcing Limited  

Open Enrollment 

1ST  TIME SINCE 2014

If you want to end your 
money worries forever,  

turn the page . . .

Learn all about the top 3 WIN moneymakers . . . Discover the surprising 
reason WIN is now accepting new members . . . And find out how you 
can become one of the select few admitted, (without anyone dying).

 GRAND SLAM uses a little-known trick, 
(revealed inside) to automatically turn 
$100-bills into $1,000- Friday Paydays 
 . . . week-after-week.

“Nearly every Friday I can make as 
much as 1,000% off Goldman Sachs, 
without even looking at a chart!”

— Robert S. Melbourne, FL (see page 9)

 LIT FUSE profits from stocks that have 
been quiet too long . . . turning a few 
bucks into mountains of cash whether  
the price goes up or down.

“Last week Chris wrote about Tesla 
being a ‘Lit-Fuse’. Overall profit: 
$17,250 in two days!”

— Brian H, Long Island, NY (see page 11)

 MONEY TREE makes it possible for you  
to collect generous cash payouts every 
Mon, Wed & Fri . . . up to 300% in a  
month with very little risk . . . 

“Every day you’re harvesting. You start out 
making $300-$400 a day . . . then all  
of a sudden you start making $5,000!” 

— Leon B., Sioux Falls, SD (see page 16)

3 WIN STRATEGIES REVEALED INSIDE

Exclusive Member Benefits Include Trade Alerts For  
5 Exciting Income Strategies You Won’t Find Anywhere Else

W E E K L Y  I N C O M E  N O W
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MANDATORY DISCLAIMER: Auto-trading, or any broker or advisor-directed type of trading, is not supported or endorsed by Chris Verhaegh. 
For auto-trade info: https://www.sec.gov/reportspubs/investor-publications/ investorpubsautotradinghtm.html. 

Chris Verhaegh does not recommend or refer subscribers to broker-dealers. You should perform your own due diligence with respect to 
satisfactory broker-dealers and whether to open a brokerage account. You should always consult with your own professional advisers regarding 
equities and options on equities trading. The information provided by the newsletters, trading, training and educational products related to 
various markets (collectively referred to as the “Services”) is not customized or personalized to any particular risk profile or tolerance. Nor 
is the information published by Chris Verhaegh a customized or personalized recommendation to buy, sell, hold, or invest in particular financial 
products, and the information and/or recommendation is intended to supplement your own research and analysis. Chris Verhaegh Services 
are not a solicitation or offer to buy or sell any financial products, and the Services are not intended to provide money management advice 
or services. 

Testimonials relate to various products offered by Chris Verhaegh and not the product offered here, but all of these products are based 
on Chris Veraegh’s trading methodology. Performance results of other products described in such testimonials may be materially different 
from results for the product being offered and may have been achieved before the product being offered was developed. Results described 
in testimonials from other products or the product being offered may not be typical or representative of results achieved by other users of 
such products. No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same 
level of profitable trading after the date on which the testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately 
thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in the testimonial. No representation is being made that 
you will achieve profits or the same results as any person providing a testimonial.

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Trading and investing involve substantial risk. Trading on margin carries 
a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. Other than the refund policy detailed elsewhere, Chris Verhaegh does not make 
any guarantee or other promise as to any results that may be obtained from using the Services. No person subscribing for the Services 
(“Subscriber”) should make any investment decision without first consulting his or her own personal financial adviser, broker or consultant. 
Chris Verhaegh disclaims any and all liability in the event anything contained in the Services proves to be inaccurate, incomplete or unreliable, 
or results in any investment or other loss by a Subscriber. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” – money you can afford to lose. 
Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount invested. All investments carry risk and all 
trading decisions remain the responsibility of the person making the decision. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators or trading signals 
will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. Subscribers should fully understand all risks associated with any kind of trading or 
investing before engaging in such activities. Some profit examples are based on hypothetical or simulated trading. This means the trades are 
not actual trades and instead are hypothetical trades based on real market prices at the time the recommendation is disseminated. No actual 
money is invested, nor are any trades executed. Hypothetical or simulated performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 
Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are described below. Also, the hypothetical results do not 
include the costs of subscriptions, commissions, or other fees. Because the trades underlying these examples have not actually been executed, 
the results may understate or overstate the impact of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading services in general 
are also designed with the benefit of hindsight, which may not be relevant to actual trading. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve 
financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk of actual trading. Chris Verhaegh 
makes no representations or warranties that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown.

Chris Verhaegh’s experiences are not typical. Chris Verhaegh s an experienced investor and your results will vary depending on risk 
tolerance, amount of risk capital utilized, size of trading position and other factors. Certain Subscribers may modify Chris Verhaegh’s methods, 
or modify or ignore the rules or risk parameters, and any such actions are taken entirely at the Subscriber’s election and for the Subscriber’s 
own risk. Some figures presented represent the total amount of option premium collected during the referenced period. Actual profits were 
less. The cost basis for some of the options in a portfolio may be reduced by rolling over profits at option expiration which is one of Chris 
Verhaegh’s strategies. Open trade profit results may have increased or decreased when the trades were closed out. The actual profit results 
presented here may vary with the actual profit results presented in other Chris Verhaegh publications due to the different strategies and 
time frames presented in other publications.

CUSTOMER SURVEY
In a recent survey of TradeWins customers, 96% said they learned something useful, 

and of those that placed actual trades, nearly 3 out of 4 made money. 

For survey results please see www.TRADEWINS.COM/SURVEY. These survey results are from prior programs and do not 
necessarily guarantee positive performance in the future. However, subscribers who do not achieve similar returns will gain a 
financial education through participation in this program.
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“Nothing Compares To the Peace of Mind  
You’ll Get from Knowing You Can Make Loads  
of Money No Matter What the Economy Does”

Dear Friend,

This is your risk-free chance to try out what I believe is the 
most remarkable money-making opportunity on the planet.

It takes very little time, no prior experience and you can 
potentially earn thousands of dollars without risking 

hardly any of your hard-earned cash. 

What’s more, you can do it over and over again  
to achieve financial independence and total peace 
of mind . . .

“Nothing compares to the peace of mind you get from knowing you can 
make money no matter what the economy does. With four kids depending 
on us, that’s a very big relief.”

— Doug & Christy, Holland, MI (story on pg 22)

My name’s Chris Verhaegh. And I have something very important to share with you 
today. But, before we go any further I want to make one thing very clear . . . .

This is NOT a  
“Get Rich Quick” Scheme 

In fact, it’s Quite the Opposite
What I’m about to share with you is essentially foolproof and it can potentially pay 

you a fantastic weekly income starting right now . . . but, turn the page and you’ll see 
why it’s the opposite of a “Get Rich Quick” scheme.
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It’s Been Many Years Since  
WIN Changed These Guys’ Lives 

You’ll notice all these guys live in California. And that’s because of the seminars  
I conducted there in the early days. WIN changed their lives many years ago and they’re 
still enthusiastic members today. What’s that tell you?

“I’ve taken quite a few courses, and I’ve not seen anyone with Chris’s ability 
to make the path to winning so obvious. He’s just so clever. The genius is 
in the simplicity— well, the simplicity and profits that is; because the profits 
can be quite spectacular!”

— Richard D., Retired Pharmaceutical Business Owner in Berkley, CA 

“The economy being the way it is, my company was going through a rough 
time. And a friend told me what he was doing with Chris. And I wanted 
to do it too. So I try to enter Thursday or Friday and hold until the next 
week and this would provide a good cash flow.” 

— Diego V., Contractor in Agora Hills, CA

“On Wednesdays & Thursdays, before I go to work, I spend 10 or 15 
minutes on the internet and set up my orders… both entry & exit so I don’t 
have to check it throughout the day. It’s easy and it gives me a consistent 
profit of about 70% on average. And I’m having a blast!” 

— Justin .R, Car Dealership Manager in Del Sur, CA

“I like the freedom of not being tied to a computer.  So it’s been very 
good.  It’s very compatible with who I am. Cash flow that’s in the black 
gives you the freedom to live life on your own terms. And that’s what we 
all want, isn’t it?”

— Michael L, UCLA Neuroscience Professor, Thousand Oaks, CA

“Monday, before I got to work, I put on my income trades. And on Friday I 
look for the massive expiration moves for like 1,000%  profit in a matter of 
hours!  I’m constantly cashing out. That’s the only way to keep up with 
everything my family needs.” — Jake N., Accountant in Vista, CA

No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on which the 
testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in 
the testimonial. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. No representations or warranty is being 
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount 
invested or more. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” - money you can afford to lose.
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It’s Scientific, It’s Methodical,  
And It Is Essentially Automatic . . . 

That’s Why It Works  
So Incredibly Well!

In a minute I’ll show you step-by-step how the profit potential you see charted 
here can be achieved in about 30 minutes once a week . . .

But, right now I want you to concentrate on the profit potential itself.

See how it’s possible to grow a mere $300 into $16,503.30 in just 
12 months?

That comes out to $313.52 a week . . . $627 for an hour of 
your time.

And, if you do the math, you’ll figure out it’s a 5,401% 
return on your initial $300 investment.

Imagine if you started with $1,000 . . . $2,000 
or even $5,000.

Here’s Why I HAD To Create An  
Income Generator to Fit YOUR Budget  

No Matter How Big or How Small 
I was co-managing $2 Billion for a large Investment Bank when homeschool 

advocate, Rhea Perry, asked me to design a trading course that would allow parents 
with very little capital to earn a good income while staying home with their children. 

Intrigued by the challenge, I created a unique strategy for doubling the value of 
super cheap Weekly options over & over until it becomes a vast fortune. And it worked 
amazingly well. 

Consequently, over $1million worth of courses were sold.

Jeff & Dawn are a good example. They learned about my course at a conference for 
moms & dads who home-school their children. And, eager to earn a good solid income 
while staying at home with their seven children, they signed up.

A year later, Jeff left the corporate world. Here’s his story . . .

$16,300

$14,300

$12,300

$10,300

$8,300

$6,300

$4,300

$2,300

$300
1 YEAR

Start With
As Little As

$300
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“Within a week it made 540%  
and I was ready to quit my job!”

— Jeff C., Bremen, Indiana

“My first trade I did on my own really got my blood a-pumping. 
It was on Apple computer. Within a week it made 540% and I 
was ready to quit my job!”

“Before I met Chris I had no knowledge whatsoever of trading. 
In fact, I grew up believing the stock market was basically a 
gigantic casino.” 

“So I was fascinated to learn how you can tip the odds in your 
favor. And even if the price starts to move against you, you can 
repair the trade and pull out a small profit instead of 
absorbing a loss.” 

“It’s amazing, really . . . and empowering too.”

“I turn my computer on first thing in the morning, check my email, and then do my 
stock trading. I only watch 5 or 6 stocks. And it takes less than a half hour to set 
up the day’s activity. Then I’m done.”

“I prefer to put in my exit order at the same time as my entry. Even if I had time to 
watch it, by establishing your exit right off you eliminate a lot of emotional 
second-guessing.”

“On autopilot, you can generally get out with a profit.”

Word of Instant Success 
Spread Quickly

Suddenly, stay-at-home moms & dads had a way to live the lifestyle of their 
dreams... which, having four kids myself, I found extremely gratifying.

Naturally, they told all their family & friends about this amazing way to make 
money that required almost NO time, almost NO effort, and almost NO money to  
get started.

No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on which the 
testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in 
the testimonial. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. No representations or warranty is being 
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount 
invested or more. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” - money you can afford to lose.

Jeff C & Davenna, 
his youngest daughter,  

Bremen, ID
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So I started giving Money from Nothing seminars that even the most experienced 
traders agreed were unlike anything they’d ever seen before. 

Retired dentist Dr. Richard W. studied options trading four years before a friend of 
his recommended my seminar. I think you’ll gain a valuable perspective from his 
experience.

“If I can make  
$3,000 - $4,000 a week  

I’m happy... And I’m having fun!” 
— Dr. Richard W., Los Angeles, CA

“I’ve spent a lot of money on training. I’ve read books. I’ve 
attended seminars and webinars. You name it. ” 

“Then I attended Chris’s seminar and that ushered in a whole 
new realm.” 

“Chris uses weekly options to set up trades that put the odds in 
your favor from the start.” 

“If I can make $3,000 - $4,000 a week, I’m happy. And I’m 
having fun.” 

“Several friends I’ve introduced to trading are really doing well. So it’s given us 
something fun to talk about. It really has been great.” 

Think about it. If a friend had not told Dr. Rich about my seminar, he’d probably 
still be struggling along . . . getting nowhere. 

Instead, Dr. Rich can bring in a steady income of at least $3,000-$4,000 every 
week... in a very relaxed and carefree way.

And if Dr. Rich hadn’t told his friends, they would never have known the joys of 
non-stop income. But, he did tell his friends. And now they’re doing really well too. 

Before long, several prominent brokers noticed the way traders of all levels . . . some 
with years of experience, (but little-or-no success) and others new to trading . . . . were 
suddenly making money like crazy.

And a buzz grew throughout the financial community. 

Next thing I knew, I was leaving my career as an institutional trader to help men 
and women everywhere achieve the lifestyle of their dreams.

Dr. Richard W., 
Retired Dentist,  

Newbury Park, CA
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Weekly Options Provide  
6 Uniquely Powerful  

Wealth-Creating Benefits
Weekly Options are Cheap, Cheap, Cheap

Since expiration is within days and often within hours, you can buy at-the-money 
Weeklys for as little as 5¢ to 10¢ . . . that’s just $5 to $10 to profit from 100 shares of 
stock! 

Weekly Options have Unlimited Profit Potential
In a matter of hours Weeklys can soar 500%, 800%, 1000% or more . . . and they do it 
on a very regular basis. Where else can you get returns like that?

Weekly Options are Easily Traded Securities
You trade Weeklys just like stocks, using the same types of orders. And because 
volume is high, liquidity is never a problem and the bid/ask spread is usually tight.

Weekly Options are the Most Profitable Way to Exploit the News
Ahead of Earnings, Government Reports and other news, most options become over-
priced . . . making profits hard to come by. But Weeklys remain affordable . . . turning 
even a small price move in the equity into colossal profits . . . often 1000% or more!

Weekly Options Make 333% - 1,150% More Income Possible
Weekly options give you 52 times a year to profit from the low-cost, soaring-profit 
Grand Slam Strategy on page 10. And roughly 150 times a year from the Money Tree 
on page 15. Compare that to just 12 times a year for monthly options . . . which is all 
that was available before 2010 when Weeklys first hit the scene.

Weeklys Make Profitable Trading Quick & Easy
WIN strategies such as the Grand Slam, Money Tree, and Lazy Man require NO Charts  
. . . NO Graphs . . . No Technical Analysis of any kind. You can literally trade from your 
iPhone in less than 15 minutes! 

And today’s trading 
platforms make 
spread strategies  
like the Money Tree 
super simple to do  
in just 1 click!

Side

Buy
Sell

Open
Open

SPY
SPY

283
283

Call
Call

Order Type
Limit 1.40 1.40 Intel... Day

Natural Mid

1.54 1.40 Activation Rule ... Analyze Place Order

DEBIT

LimitPrice Stop Price Route Duration Account Number

22 Apr...
20 Apr...

5
-5

Quantity Symbol Expiration Strike TypeOpen / Cl...

x

x
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Introduced in 2014  
WIN Stands For Weekly Income Now

With the help of TradeWins Publishing, my comprehensive Weekly Income Now 
trading program . . . WIN for short . . . was launched in 2014.

For the first time, trade alerts for exciting strategies like the Grand Slam, the Lit Fuse, 
and the Knee Jerk made thrilling profits cut-and-paste simple.

The options you need for a Money Tree didn’t become available until 2018. So we’ll 
get to that in a minute.

But first let’s talk about our inaugural strategies . . . which are still extremely 
popular and remain an important part of the WIN Program.

“Nearly every Friday I can make as much as 
1,000% profit without even looking at a chart.”

— Robert S., Melbourne, FL

“I traded options for more than a decade before I ran across Chris 
Verhaegh. And I have to say, he definitely has a different way of 
doing things.” 

“But, it works! And the results you get doing it his way are truly 
amazing.”

“For example, his way made me $6,000 in two days on FAS.  
You know, the financial ETF? ”

“Then, I got into a First Solar trade for $1,620. And in less than 2 
hours I got out with a profit of $3,400!”

“And nearly every Friday I can make as much as 1,000% off Goldman Sachs, 
without even looking at a chart.” 

The strategy Robert uses every Friday to trade Goldman Sachs is what I call the 
Grand Slam because 1,000% return is not uncommon.

And he’s right . . . it really is super, super simple. 

No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on which the 
testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in 
the testimonial. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. No representations or warranty is being 
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount 
invested or more. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” - money you can afford to lose.

Robert S., 
Retired Mortgage Broker,  

Melbourne, FL
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Grand Slam Makes It Possible  
To Earn 1000% Return  

Without Looking At a Chart! 
On the day of expiration, Out-of-The-Money (OTM) options become super cheap 

because there’s no remaining ‘time value’.

Your goal with the Grand Slam is to pay pennies for expiring OTM options . . . that 
are within the normal trading range . . . and then sell them for 10 times as much when 
they end up In-The-Money (ITM) later that day.

For example, you could have . . .

Bought Caterpillar (CAT) OTM options for 9-cents = $ 9

Sold them when they were ITM an hour later for     123 

Potential Profit 1,267% $ 114 

Or, better still . . .

Bought 100 Las Vegas Sands OTM options @$0.04 $ 400

Sold them when they went ITM for $46.00 $4,600 

In a matter of hours potentially earned $4,200

The equity curve on page 5 shows 
how . . . Trading nothing but Goldman 
Sachs every Friday . . .

You could have potentially grown 
$300 to $16,503.30 in just one year. 

And if you started with more  
than $300 and traded more than  
just Goldman Sachs, who knows?

In a single Friday we found 18 
possible Grand Slam chances to  
earn anywhere from 2 to 10 times  
our money. 

The Lit Fuse is another strategy for 
turning $100-bills into $1,000-paydays 
everybody loves!

Please see hypothetical disclaimer on page 2.

SECURITY ENTER PRICE EXIT PRICE COST PER CASH REC’D 1-DAY 
RETURN

Amazon $0.45 $3.10 $45 $310 589%

Baidu $0.04 $0.20 $4 $20 400%

BP $0.11 $0.35 $11 $35 218%

Caterpillar $0.09 $1.23 $9 $123 1267%

Cisco Systems $0.05 $0.16 $5 $16 220%

Brazil Index ETF $0.15 $0.37 $15 $37 147%

Gold Miners ETF $0.08 $0.53 $8 $53 563%

Gold Shares ETF $0.14 $0.31 $14 $31 121%

Google $0.20 $2.35 $20 $235 1075%

Russell 2000 ETF $0.04 $0.14 $4 $14 250%

Las Vegas Sands $0.04 $0.46 $4 $46 1050%

Microsoft $0.03 $0.13 $3 $13 333%

Netflix $1.92 $5.23 $192 $523 172%

Priceline $0.50 $1.60 $50 $160 220%

Blackberry $0.15 $0.80 $15 $80 433%

Schlumberger $0.51 $2.18 $51 $218 327%

Silver Trust ETF $0.05 $0.12 $5 $12 140%

S&P 500 ETF $0.05 $0.36 $5 $36 620%

1 Week’s Grand Slam Profit Opportunities
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“$17,250 in two days!  
Profits like this allow you to accomplish  

some pretty spectacular things”
— Brian H., Long Island, NY 

“Last week Chris wrote about Tesla being a ‘Lit-Fuse’. So, on 
Tuesday I bought 20 Calls for $0.60 . . . Then I bought 10 more 
Calls for $1.17 . . . Overall profit: $17,250 in two days!”

“With a wife and two teenage kids, money is flying out of the 
house all the time. So I try to use this income for extras.”

“Like, my daughter’s going off to France with a high school trip 
and I paid for half of it with trading profits.”

“I’ll probably use my Tesla profits to buy a new car.”

Like Brian says, incredible profits from WIN trades allow you to do some pretty 
spectacular things.

You could buy a new home or vacation home . . . drive the car, boat or motorhome 
of your dreams . . . travel to exotic places or vacation at posh resorts . . . pay for your 
kid’s or grandkid’s college education . . . and never have to worry about money again. 

In other words, the ability to turn mere pennies into huge piles of cash . . . as you’ve 
seen and heard about repeatedly in this report . . . has given members the freedom to 
live life on their own terms.

WIN Has Evolved Into 
A Very Exclusive Trading Group

Some of the most respected financial newsletter publishers of the 21st century joined 
forces to help me launch WIN back in 2014. And frankly, the flood of applicants was a 
little overwhelming . . . in a good way . . . but overwhelming none the less. 

Getting hundreds of new members settled in and familiar with the routine was kind 
of hectic for a while there . . . not at all what my two assistants and I were used to.

No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on which the 
testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in 
the testimonial. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. No representations or warranty is being 
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount 
invested or more. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” - money you can afford to lose.

Brian H., 
Commercial Pilot,  
Long Island, NY
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Of course, since the WIN methodology is very easy to follow, it didn’t take long for 
everyone to get comfortable with the way we turn $100s into $1,000s. 

So everything worked out fine. But I was in no hurry to repeat the process, and 
everyone who has joined since the initial launch has come by way of referral. 

Consequently, WIN has become a pretty exclusive club . . . that was not my intention; 
but it’s what happened anyway. 

And I can’t deny enjoying the laid-back pace of it all.

Then my son came home from college and that changed everything.

You’re Here Today Because Joey  
Invested $1,189 Into a Money Tree  

and Got $4,248.56 Cash Back
My middle son, Joey, came home from college with his newly minted MBA and 

$1,189 left in his college fund . . . surprise, surprise, right?

So I encouraged him to invest in SPY options using the Money Tree strategy I had 
added to the WIN toolbox in 2019. 

When I showed him the cash payouts he could potentially gain from his modest bit 
of seed money, he jumped on it.

And, within two weeks . . . just 10 trading days . . . he had already collected $2,025 
in cash payouts.

What’s more, his entire $1,189 remained intact  
to continue generating more cash payouts!

MON

Money Tree
Planted
$1,189

Cash
Payout

$31

Cash
Payout
$200

Cash
Payout
$380

Cash
Payout
$630

Cash
Payout
$130

Cash
Payout
$654

23 24 25 26 27

30 31 1 2 3

TUE WED THU FRI

NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE SIMILAR RESULTS AS ANY PERSON PROVIDING A TESTIMONIAL. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT THE PERSON 
PROVIDING THE TESTIMONIAL IS LIKELY TO CONTINUE TO EXPERIENCE PROFITABLE TRADING AFTER THE DATE ON WHICH THE TESTIMONIAL IS PROVIDED. 
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Here are screen shots of Joey’s trading 
account showing how he started with 
$1,189 and racked up a $3,579 profit in 
just 30 days . . .

That’s a 300% return in just 1 month!

No wonder the Money Tree strategy 
has become so popular with WIN  
traders old and new . . . especially when 
volatility is high.

“Collecting payouts every few days  
really does help . . . It’s like  

having your own Money Tree” 
— Doug F., Chagrin Falls, OH

“When volatility is low, so you can buy options really cheap, I 
love Chris’s trades where you can literally turn pennies into 
dollars.”

“Right after I joined I bought 3 MS Calls for $0.23 and sold them 
for $0.80. That’s like a 248% profit in 1 day!”

“I got so excited, I started buying more contracts. And still I was 
only putting in about 100-bucks.”

“Like, I bought 10 MS Puts and 10 GDX Calls all for $0.11 each. 
Then I sold them for $0.86 and $0.53. These two trades gave me 
a net profit of $1,013.26 in one day!”

“But when the market gets crazy, like it did over Covid-19, there’s no such thing as 
super cheap options. So, I started following the spread trades Chris does with SPY. 
Collecting payouts every few days really does help with the cash flow. It’s like 
having your own money tree!”

“And it’s a whole lot safer than the credit spreads I used to do. I was risking 
$5,000 to make $250 or $500 a week. It’s not worth it. I had almost $9,000 in my 
account and blew it up with just a couple bad trades.”

Screenshot of Joey’s Account
$3,579 Profit in 30 Days

SIGN OUT
Monthly
Return

SECURE YOUR ACCOUNT

TRADING PLATFORM

Individual

ACCOUNTS Mar. 23 Net Liq P/L Day P/L YTD

Bal 1,189.89 0.00 0.00

Individual

ACCOUNTS Apr. 23 Net Liq P/L Day P/L YTD

Bal 4,248.56 406.00 3,579.00

MY ACCOUNTS MY MONEY

It’s time to enable two-factor authentication.

HOME300% HELP?

No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on which the 
testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in 
the testimonial. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. No representations or warranty is being 
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount 
invested or more. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” - money you can afford to lose.

Continued on page 15 . . .

Doug F., 
Pastor and Commercial 
Water Treatment Sales 

Representative, 
Chagrin Falls, OH
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Meet Chris Verhaegh
Chris Verhaegh’s father, who immigrated to the US from the 
Netherlands as a young man, needed to help support his 10 siblings. 
So he never went beyond the 6th grade. Wanting better for their son, 
Chris’s parents were understandably grateful when his genius for 
math earned him a scholarship to a prestigious prep school in LA, (at 
age 14 Chris wrote and sold a logic puzzle to Dell Crosswords). 

And that’s where it all began . . . Chris’s 11th grade guidance counselor got him a job as 
mail clerk for an investment firm. Soon, Chris was writing the newsletters he previously 
addressed and mailed. And a few years later he became head of the precious metals division 
during the great ‘Gold Rush’.

In 1983, after the gold-bubble burst, Chris went to work for a private mint where he honed 
his skills as a precious metals trader, using options to hedge major holdings. 

In search of a simpler lifestyle, Chris moved his wife and young daughter to Boise, Idaho (3 
sons were subsequently born there). And he settled into trading for a living . . . plus writing, 
speaking, and teaching.

✔ Wrote more than 100 weekly columns for OptionInvestor.com.

✔ Conducted seminars and workshops for Investools and has been a frequent 
speaker at Investor Conferences and Money Shows 

✔ On Business Advisory Board at Northwest Nazarene University

✔ Consultant for a European Investment Bank where he taught technical analysis 
to their fund managers, advised their proprietary trade desk, and helped trade 
over $2Billion.

Then, a collision of motivation and opportunity ushered in an exciting and extremely 
gratifying new chapter in Chris Verhaegh’s illustrious career . . .

Motivation: Homeschool advocate and promoter Rhea Perry asked Chris to design a trading 
course that would allow parents with very little capital to earn a reliable income while 
staying home with their children.

Opportunity: The CBOE introduced Weekly Options, which suddenly made it possible to turn 
$100-bills into $1,000 paydays 52 weeks of the year.

So Chris designed the trading course Perry requested. And it did, in fact, give stay-at-home 
moms and dads a chance to live the lifestyle of their dreams. So naturally, they told their 
friends and family. And by word-of-mouth over $1 million in courses were quickly sold. 

The immediate success of so many beginning traders created quite a stir in the financial 
community . . . which led to additional courses and subscription products… and ultimately, 
WIN, the Weekly Income Now alert service. 

To see if you can get in call: 888-233-1431
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“With Chris, everything is about reducing risk and maximizing profits. You know, 
you don’t go to bed at night worrying about your account. You definitely have more 
peace and to me that’s everything.”

Doug is 100% right! When the market heats up it’s a good time to start selling 
options. But Credit spreads are not worth the risk.

If income is what you’re looking for, WIN is what you want . . . and if you act fast, 
the Money Tree is one of 5 amazing WIN strategies you’ll get!

1st Membership Drive In  
More Than 5 Years  

And You Are Invited!
When Joey saw the Money Tree strategy in action, he got so excited he couldn’t wait 

to spread the word coast-to-coast and around the world.

And, he offered to join my WIN support team to ensure every new member got all the 
support they could possibly need.

How could I refuse?

So, thanks to Joey, you are hereby invited to participate in the first WIN membership 
drive in more than 5 years . . .

And take advantage of WIN’s newest strategy . . . the Money Tree . . . now, when you 
need it most!

The Money Tree Creates  
Cash Payouts 3 Times a Week

The Money Tree is a spread strategy that makes it possible for you to collect cash 
payouts 3 or more times a week.

And today’s trading platforms make spread trades . . . where you buy one option 
and sell another . . . 1-click simple to do! 

. . . continued from page 13.

No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on which the 
testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in 
the testimonial. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. No representations or warranty is being 
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount 
invested or more. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” - money you can afford to lose.
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Weekly options normally expire on Friday.

But in 2016, the S&P 500 ETF (SPY) 
started listing additional weekly options with 
a Wednesday expiration

And, on February 16th, 2018 they began 
issuing options with a Monday expiration.

Options expiring every other day lets you 
use one expiration against the other . . .

As well as one strike price against the 
other . . .

To exploit a little-known options-pricing quirk . . .

That makes it possible for YOU to collect generous cash payouts 3 times a week with 
very little risk!

In fact, sometimes you can get even more than 3 payouts in a week . . . like you saw 
Joey do on page 12.

I believe my SPY Money Tree is the most reliable, low-cost, low-risk, high-yield 
income strategy on the planet. And I think Leon would agree . . .

“Once a day is really all it takes  
and I average about $3,500 a day!”

— Leon B., Sioux Falls, SD

“I trade for about a half-hour in the morning and a  
half-hour in the evening . . . mostly because I can’t resist  
taking a second look.” 

“Once a day is really all it takes. And I average about  
$3,500 a day!” 

“It’s like farming. Every day you’re harvesting. And  
every day you’re also planting for the next harvest. 

“So, initially you start out and you’re making $300-$400  
a day . . . then $500 . . . and then all of a sudden you  
start making $5,000.” 

No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on which the 
testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in 
the testimonial. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. No representations or warranty is being 
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount 
invested or more. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” - money you can afford to lose.

SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust
February 2018

SUN MON TUE WED THU

1 2 3

88654 9 10

15141312

Lincoln’s Birthday Mardi Gras

11 16 17

2221201918 23 24

28272625

FRI SAT

Options
Expire

Options
Expire

Options
Expire

Options
Expire

Options
Expire

Options
Expire

Options
Expire

Options
Expire

Options
Expire

Options
Expire

Leon B., 
Retired Call Center Manager,  

Sioux Falls, SD
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Leon says it’s just like farming. And best of all, I’ll tell you exactly what to plant . . . 
when to plant . . . and how to harvest the cash!

5 Low-Risk Ways For YOU To Turn Cheap  
Weekly Options Into Non-Stop Income!

“Grand Slam” makes it possible for you to 
turn $100-bills into $1,000 paydays every 
Friday . . . without even looking at a chart.

“Lit Fuse” profits from normally active stocks 
that have been quiet too long . . . turning a 
few bucks into mountains of cash whether the 
price goes up or down.

“Knee Jerk” earns gigantic about-face profits 
as high as 2,480% in one day from overnight 
price gaps.

“Lazy Man” is a super-simple set-it-and-
forget-it strategy that has produced an 
average return of 39% per trade.

“Money Tree” is an income strategy that 
makes it possible for you to collect generous 
cash payouts every Monday, Wednesday & 
Friday . . . totaling as much as 300% in a 
month . . . with very little risk.

WIN Trade Alerts Make  
Successful Trading Cut-&-Paste Simple 

WIN trade alerts make it so cut-and-paste simple to 
enter trades . . . and exit too . . .

You’d probably be very successful even if you had no 
clue what was going on.

But, I want you to understand everything; and  
I know you want that too. Because, like they say: 
Knowledge is Power, (or at least empowering).

And, empowering you to WIN is what we do!

5 Exciting ways to profit!  
The likes of which you’ve  

never seen before!
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WEEKLY INCOME NOW
When you say “yes” to WIN, I’m going to immediately send you 

this comprehensive WIN training manual and DVD.

Learn the ins-and-outs of how options work . . . how they’re 
traded . . . and even step-by-step how to place online trades.

Discover 5 ways to stack the odds in your favor . . . earn 
10-bagger profits of 1,000% or more and steady income you can 
count on. 

And delve into my proprietary PULSE method for finding weekly options offering 
the greatest possible rewards with the lowest risk. 

Even if you’re already somewhat of an expert on trading options, I promise you’ll learn 
some surprising tricks you never knew before. Mark is an expert, so I’ll let him tell you.

“Chris’s strategies fit quite well into what I was already doing on my own. I 
already knew 85% of this. But it’s the other 15% that really adds a lot of 
value. I might make $4,000 or $5,000. Or I might make $600. As long as 
I make a profit, I’m happy.”

— Mark H., Cert. Financial Planner in Cincinnati, OH

Live Monthly Training Sessions
(or watch the recording at your convenience)

Once a month . . . and sometimes more if the market gets really 
crazy . . . we’ll get together, review current market conditions, analyze 
live charts, and answer all your questions about the best ways to 
profit. WIN live training will give you a rock solid foundation and 
complete confidence for the greatest possible success now and forever. 

“I’m just so impressed by Chris . . . his attitude and his integrity and his 
sense of humor; and of course his teaching. Chris treats his subscribers as 
students whom he wants to excel, not just paying subscribers.” 

— Doug F., Pastor in Chagrin Falls OH

No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on which the 
testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in 
the testimonial. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. No representations or warranty is being 
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount 
invested or more. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” - money you can afford to lose.
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WIN  
Weekly Income Now 
Weekly Newsletter

To keep you on top of current market conditions and opportunities, 
I’ll be sending you my exclusive WIN newsletter by email every weekend.

+ Gain the insight you need to act immediately and confidently the 
minute your WIN email alert arrives!

+ Get the PULSE list of options showing the greatest combination  
of P – Potential . . . U – Upside Reward . . . L – Low-Risk . . .  
S – Strategic Setup . . . E – Enter/Exit

+ Find out when specific market-moving events are scheduled and learn which 
equities will be affected.

+ Review the previous week’s activity . . . analyze what it says about the ever-
changing marketplace . . . and determine how best to profit from that knowledge.

WIN PRIORITY HELP  
Via Secret Email Address

You’ll NEVER feel alone again. Anytime you have a question, 
simply dash off an email to the priority address included in your 
welcome letter and you’ll receive a prompt reply directly from either 
me or one of my assistants.

I Guarantee You  
100% Minimum Return  

Or Your Money Back
The reason I feel so confident in your success is because, in all the 

years I’ve been teaching and sending out trade alerts, I have never 
failed to make money for myself and my students.

In fact, I guarantee that within 12 months of your purchase date 
the trade alerts I email to you will make it possible for you to earn 
100% or more in pure profits (including all winners and all losers). 

10
0%

 M

INIMUM RETURN GUARANTEE

RISK
FREE

100% MINIMUM RETURN GUARANTE
E
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And, if for some strange reason they don’t, I’ll refund every penny you paid for 
WEEKLY INCOME NOW. No questions asked; no fine print.

Not only that . . . but, if you say “Yes” to the WIN trading program with email alerts 
today, I will also send you a valuable FREE gift . . . yours to keep even if you decide to 
cancel for a full refund.

BONUS WELCOME GIFT  
Advanced Weekly Income Seminar  

2-Part DVD Set - $4,000 value
A bunch of investors, (including some of 

my most successful students), joined me 
in Vegas for a private, closed-doors 
event.

There, I revealed my more ‘advanced’ 
strategies that work better on larger 
trading accounts of $25,000 or more.

You see, my goal is to take you from 
wherever you are now to the point where 
you have a larger account . . .

And then, from that point, to 
generating millions.

These are elite strategies I learned 
while managing funds for large banks—
secrets the ultra-rich use to grow their money 
at rates far beyond what you’ll ever hear about  
in the mainstream.

Attendees paid upwards of $4,000 to be at this event. But, you’ll get the entire  
DVD version of the event for FREE when you say “Yes” to my Weekly Income Now 
program TODAY.

And, when I say TODAY, I mean it. 

In a minute I’ll tell you why I have no intention of leaving enrollment open  
for long.

And then I’ll return to the ‘by referral only’ policy that was in force when Jeff joined. 
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“I closed the trade with a $20,000 profit  
and I thought . . .WOW, this is amazing!”

— Jeff W., Palo Alto, CA

“I came into option trading quite by accident.”

“My older brother, who trades for a living, had an open trade 
when he landed in ICU. So I called his mentor, Chris Verhaegh, to 
see what I should do.”

“The next day I closed the trade with a $20,000 profit and I 
thought . . . WOW, this is amazing!”

“Twenty years as an executive for Hewlett Packard had given me a 
very jaded view of the stock market. If IBM announced poor 
earnings, our stock would tank, even though our own sales were 
up and we had record earnings. It didn’t seem right to me.”

“But the way Chris systematically exploits irrational mood swings of the market gave 
me a whole new perspective.”

“Crazy as the economy, and the job market, and everything is; people are still making 
a lot of money with Chris’s strategies. So I figured, why not join them?”

I have two very good reasons why, for more than 5 years the only new WIN members 
have been family, friends, and friends-of-friends . . . 

Which is why you’ve probably never heard about WIN before. 

Let me tell you what they are. 

I’m Serious About Limiting  
New Members For Two Reasons

There are actually two reasons I haven’t invited new members into the WIN program 
for more than 5 years.

The first reason is because WIN strategies are so unique new members often have  
lots of questions . . . especially veteran traders who’ve been around the block a time or 
two and find it hard to believe something so simple can be so powerful . . . like, “what’s 
the catch?”

No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on which the 
testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in 
the testimonial. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. No representations or warranty is being 
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount 
invested or more. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” - money you can afford to lose.

Jeff W., 
Retired Corp. Executive,  

Palo Alto, CA
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Regardless, I want to make sure every new member gets the attention they need to 
get up to speed fast... without overloading my support team.

The second reason is my desire to maintain a degree of exclusivity.

I’m revealing my ACTUAL TRADES. 

And, I’m afraid too many investors piling into the same trades at the same time 
would risk ruining it for everyone. 

To make sure every member can get into every trade at a fair price . . . even if they 
take their time . . . I feel it’s important to limit new members to no more than 200. 

So that’s what we plan to do.

As Christy & Doug will tell you, Weekly Income Now can be positively life changing. 
Please don’t miss out.

“Knowing you can make money  
no matter what the economy does  

is a very big relief.”
— Doug B., Holland, MI

 “Before Chris’s course I would not have believed that I could do 
this. I didn’t even know what an option was.” 

“But Chris took the mystery out and made it easy. And trading 
with my wife makes it a lot of fun.”

 “Last Friday, for example, we bought 5 Calls for $15 each. Then 
we sold them just 37 minutes later for $162. After commissions 
profit: $735 . . . Woo Hoo!”

“Nothing compares to the peace of mind you get from knowing 
you can make money no matter what the economy does. With 
four kids depending on us, that’s a very big relief.”

There’s no feeling in the world like waking up every morning, excited about the day 
ahead . . . like having ‘extra’ money left over after paying your bills . . . like living the 
lifestyle you want (and deserve) and never having to worry about money again.

No representation is being made that any of the persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on which the 
testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or may have experienced losses proceeding the period of time referenced in 
the testimonial. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. No representations or warranty is being 
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount 
invested or more. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” - money you can afford to lose.

Christy & Doug, 
Retired Property Managers,  

Holland, MI
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You know that’s what you want. And I want if for you. 

Please call now: 888-233-1431  
Or, order online at: www.Wklyincome.com
 Sincerely,

 Chris Verhaegh

 P.S.  I hope you understand, I am deeply sympathetic about your need for a 
reliable source of income you can count on. I have dedicated the last 
decade of my life to fulfilling that need in the fastest, safest, cheapest 
way. That’s what WIN is all about. So, I don’t want to be mean, but I am 
deadly serious about limiting the number of new members who gain 
access to my WIN Email Alert Service . . . I feel it’s in everyone’s best 
interest so that’s what we’re going to do. I’ve actually asked my staff to 
keep careful track of the first 200 people to reply from this offer. And 
those people will be the ONLY ones who gain access to the wealth-
creating power of my Weekly Income Now program. 

 P.P.S. The reason I’ve included so many heartfelt personal stories in this 
special report is because I want you to realize WIN puts non-stop income 
within easy reach of people of all ages and from all walks of life. Just 
about ANYONE can do this. The only thing that could possibly stand 
in your way is YOU and your willingness to act now. 

 P.P.P.S. So ask yourself: If not this, then what . . . If not now, then when?

Call Now and See If You Can Still Get In:  

888-233-1431 
Or Order Online at: www.Wklyincome.com

W E E K L Y  I N C O M E  N O W

100% MINIMUM RETURN GUARANTEE

RISKFREE

100%
 M

INIM
UM RETURN GUARANTEE
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Use This Form to FAX or Mail Your Enrollment Application 

For Fastest Service, Call 888-233-1431  
or go to www.Wklyincome.com

■ YES, Sign me up! I can’t wait to start multiplying my money over and over . . . making it 
possible for me to enjoy the freedom and peace of mind that an endless supply of cash promises to give!

 I understand WIN trade alerts should make it possible for me to more than double my trading account in the 
next 12 months . . . And, if they don’t, I can receive a full refund of every penny I paid to join . . . no questions 
asked (explained on page 19)

 I also understand, in addition to all the privileges of membership, I will receive a $4,000 bonus welcome gift . . . 
all of which I’ll be entitled to keep and profit from even if I cancel membership and receive a full refund.

Please Check the Term That’s Right for YOU

WEEKLY INCOME NOW is available in your choice of either 6-month or 18-month terms. So ask yourself, 
“Am I, or am I not a natural born do-it-yourselfer?”

■ Do you think, after following my lead for 6 months you’ll probably want to trade completely on your 
own? If so, a 6-month WIN subscription may be all you need — $997.

■ On the other hand, if the ongoing convenience and confidence of receiving my WIN Weekly Newsletter 
every weekend . . . and my WIN Trade Alerts whenever it’s time to place a trade . . . is more your style, 
you’ll surely appreciate getting 18 months for the price of 12 — $1,997 . . . That’s 6 months for free!

So, choose one term or choose the other . . . whichever is right for you.

For Fastest Service  
Call 888-233-1431  

or go to Wklyincome.com
Fax: 888-258-4938

Chris Verhaegh  
c/o Investment Software Systems, Inc.

22C New Leicester Hwy #117  
Asheville, NC 28806 

1-888-233-1431  
support@iss-trading.com

WEEKLY INCOME NOW  
Express Enrollment Form

First Name ____________________________________________ Last Name _____________________________________________________

Street/P.O. Box #  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

City  _________________________________________________________________________State ___________ Zip _____________________

Phone, in case we have a question (_____________) _____________________________________________________________________

Your Email ___________________________ @ _______________________________________________________________________________

■  My check/money order is enclosed for $997 (6 Months) 

■  My check/money order is enclosed for $1,997 (18 Months)

I wish to pay by: (circle one) VISA MasterCard American Express Discover Card

Card No: _____________________________________________________________________________  Exp Date: _______________________

Signature: _______________________________________________________________________Security Code: _______________________

W E E K L Y  I N C O M E  N O W

100% MINIMUM RETURN GUARANTEE

RISKFREE
100%

 M
INIM

UM RETURN GUARANTEE


